The Ambidextrous Organization

**A model for driving sustainable innovation within a mature business**

How do you foster innovation within the context of a large, mature business? “Main street” businesses that serve established markets face a daunting challenge: managing and growing the core business while concurrently nurturing and supporting new business opportunities.

Organizations designed for large scale production and delivery are typically poor parents for internal new ventures. Starved resources, inflexible infrastructure and support structures, and inconsistent sponsorship that ebbs and flows based on the health of the larger organization are symptoms of a broader problem – the fact that established enterprises are inherently designed using metrics, processes, and reward systems suitable for mature businesses, not for fast-moving start-ups.

Ambidextrous organization designs create distinct units that have their own unique processes, structures and cultures that are specifically intended to support early-stage innovation. These units, often comprised of one or more innovation teams, reside within the larger parent organization but have been set up to support the unique approaches, activities and behaviors required when launching a new business.

Executive leadership can use the ambidextrous organizational model to create segregated business units for exploring and developing breakthrough innovations (products, services and processes) while at the same time keeping existing business units in tact. Project teams within the new venture are encouraged to form their own processes, structures and cultures but they are still connected to the rest of the organization through executive sponsors who ensure that no organizational conflicts or competition for resources threaten the viability of the venture.

The following figure illustrates two different ambidextrous models. The first is a “growth incubator” that stands alongside enterprise business units. New opportunities are identified, developed and brought to market by the incubator and either spun out as new business units or folded back into existing units. Alternatively, a business unit itself may create an ambidextrous organization by establishing and protecting a new venture within its own walls.

To develop an ambidextrous organization, leadership must possess the ability to attend to already existing products, services, business models and processes while simultaneously supporting the innovations that will drive the organization’s future. Ambidextrous design and management ultimately means continuing to oversee the core business while concurrently protecting the emerging venture as it evolves and grows.

**Case in point**

To tap into online content revenue opportunities, USA Today adopted a “network strategy” between their online, television and newspaper organizations. While the units were physically separate in process, culture and staffing, they were integrated at the top under a distinct operating structure to promote cross-media content sharing. The result: a $60 million profit during the internet collapse while other traditional papers’ revenues and profits plunged.

**About Innovation Point**

InnovationPoint is a boutique innovation consulting firm focused on the practice of Strategic Innovation. We blend non-traditional and conventional consulting methodologies to deliver business breakthroughs that grow the topline – through opportunity identification, new business creation, strategy development and new product, service and category innovation. Our clients include Visa, Disney, Cisco, NBCUniversal, Colgate-Palmolive, Ascension Health, Hershey’s, Red Bull, Frito-Lay, PepsiCo, Philips, Medtronic and other market leaders.